LOCATION MAP
1. Take the 611 from Dubai, direction Sharjah
2. At the Sharjah/Kalba/Fujairah turnoff onto E102 (Exit
71 and then 71B) heading east from 611 - keep right and
you will pass the ADNOC petrol station on the right.
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3. As you approach the second ADNOC petrol station and
mosque you will see signs for Hamadha and Khattmah.
Take this turn right BEFORE you get to the petrol station.
Keep right and follow the road towards the small village
with Fossil Rock on your right.
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4. IMPORTANT: Saloon cars and non-experienced sand
drivers PLEASE do not attempt to cross the dunes, we
do not have recovery vehicles to pull you out should you
get stuck, and you may block the path for other vehicles
and our support crew. You must park at the end of the
vilage and walk 700m over low dunes to get to the start.
If you are an experinced driver, you can take a right
before the village and cross low but soft dunes to get to
the start point. Again, there is no recovery for you should
you get yourself stuck.
START LINE GPS COORDS:

START

Saloon and non
experienced 4WD
drivers WALK from here

Experienced
4WD driver route

25° 8’39.32”N 55°50’24.22”E
Please check the Urban-Ultra Dubai facebook
page for a drop pin to the start location.

DUNE RUN COURSE
ALL runners complete
3 climbs for a
cumulative time
including your rest
periods. Fastest to
complete wins!
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